Increased Efficiency Through Excellent Packaging Solutions

TRANSPORT AND PALLET SAFETY
Conserving resources and efficient Innovative industrial packaging

Whether for storage, transshipment, or transport – you must be able to rely on the packaging of your goods. In wind and weather. Always.

And the modern packaging solutions from RKW can do more. As an international manufacturer of high-quality film solutions, we have been working with our customers and leading machine manufacturers for many years in a relationship of trust, to continuously develop the many and varied possibilities of using polyethylene. Our goal is to develop packaging solutions that conserve resources, are cost-effective, and are designed optimally for the respective requirements. Discover a new concept of transport and pallet safety!
RKW has developed a new generation of shrink films. Think!Shrink is more expandable than comparable film solutions, requiring at least 10% less material whilst offering the highest level of protection for sensitive products, such as glasses or bottles.

Think!Shrink is an expandable shrink film that can be applied to fit packaged materials perfectly. The advantages: Excellent stability, less excess film, no wrinkling, combined with faster and greater shrinkage – and all with less energy consumption. With Think!Shrink you benefit from energy savings of up to 10% for your pallet packaging – while conserving more resources and improving stability. Think!Shrink is a future-oriented solution for shrink films.

**Highlights:**
- Maximum stability and elasticity
- Lower energy and resource consumption
- Optical brilliance, no wrinkles, no holes

**Specialties:**
Co-extruded anti-lamination films for the beverage industry provide a secure hold for unstable goods, such as beverage bottles, without clinging to the product or damaging printed areas.
Stretch hoods from RKW are the economical packaging solution for automatic packaging processes. Especially heat-sensitive or sharp-edged goods can be packaged securely and can even be stored outdoors.

The perfect solution for demanding packaging tasks: Thanks to their extreme tear and puncture resistance, they can reliably withstand sharp edges and even great net weights and are therefore suitable, for example, for the chemical or construction industry. The packaged goods can even be stored safely outdoors, because the films can be designed to withstand the effects of weather for up to 3 years.

As a result of our many years of experience, special raw material mixtures, and modern production technologies, our shrink films are exceptionally reliable and stable, and at the same time light and thin.

Highlights:
- Outdoor storage for up to 3 years
- Extremely high tear and puncture resistance
- Reliable stability at high net weights
- Perfect for automated packaging processes
- Sustainable, because they can be recycled
- Conserve resources and energy
Reliable transport for fruits and vegetables, as well as sensitive crops – the pallet nets from RKW make it possible, because they combine great stability with consistent ventilation.

Maintaining freshness while ensuring safe transport – with Rondotex® NET and Rondotex® ELASTIC, RKW offers two optimal solutions for pallet packaging of fruits and vegetables, as well as other sensitive crops, such as roll turf and lucerne grass. The consistent ventilation prevents condensation effects and facilitates rapid cooling. The nets also enable gas treatment of the goods. Rondotex® NET has outstanding tear resistance of up to 750 N; in addition, Rondotex® ELASTIC facilitates fixation with memory effect.

**Highlights:**
- Material and cost savings
- No water condensation
- Rapid cooling and frosting
- Fire wood net with UV protection
- Homogeneous quality with a tear resistance of up to 750 N
- Hand and machine rolls
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The RKW Group is an independent, family-owned company and one of the world’s foremost manufacturers of excellent film solutions. RKW is the market leader in the areas of hygiene and agricultural films, films for the beverage industry and packaging for powdery goods. In addition, the company makes films and nonwovens for medical applications, for the chemical and converting industries as well as for the construction sector.

In the fiscal year 2017, RKW generated total sales of EUR 905 million. About 3,000 employees process 378,000 tonnes of plastic materials at 20 locations around the world.
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